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Cover photo: Doug Brace offers us some outstanding examples of Doc’s Menhaden lures (one with a trailing “Marm”), along with a great Doc’s box, originally purchased at Bob Kleiser’s Sport Shop in West Palm Beach, FL.

Lloyd Jett’s design, carving, and paint work is also showcased with an attractive “Florida Roach” and a beautiful limited edition fish decoy (1 of 4 made).

CALANDAR OF EVENTS

FATC Florida International Show
February 23 - 25, 2007
Plaza Resort and Spa, Daytona Beach, FL... 800-874-7420
Show Host: Larry Lucas, Larry@flowerscentral.com
386-254-5179, 386-295-7281

Lang’s Spring Auction
April 20 - 21, 2007
The Holiday Inn, Boxborough, MA... 978-263-8701

FATC Spring Show
May 4 - 6, 2007
Tallahassee Automobile Museum, Tallahassee, FL... 850-442-0147
Show Host: Lloyd and Sally Jett, 850-442-9084, lsjett@aol.com
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As I sit on a return flight to the U. S. from a deer hunt in Saskatchewan, I write these nominal thoughts down on the back of the 10 day weather forecast my wife printed from the internet for my trip. An enjoyable time was had by all on our adventure, and nothing urges your mind toward contemplation like sitting in a cramped 4' X 4' box blind in below zero weather! The 18 inches of snow on the ground covers everything with a cleansing veneer of white, and the incredible silence allows your mind to drift and yet focus at the same time. My hunting is more than a hobby, it's a passion; no, an obsession - much like collecting antique tackle is for some of us...

This issue marks my first anniversary as editor, and it's been a lot of work, and some serious fun, as well! Many thanks for allowing me the opportunity to contribute in some small way to our organization. I will strive to present a newsletter which is entertaining to read and relevant to our hobby and the membership.

There are some great features in Vol. 21 #1, including Doug Brace's original story on Doc's Menhaden, the "Punkinspook" interview with John Mack by Bill Stuart, and a humble attempt by me to showcase long time member and friend Lloyd Jett's lure making talent. Award winners from the exceptional Villages of Lady Lake show are also highlighted. Don Carlstrom and his wife Catherine did a superlative job co-hosting the event and many attendees have expressed interest in having another show at this great location in the future.

Hopefully, by the time you read this issue of FATC News, the Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Years holidays will have inspired us all to renew, rejoice and rededicate our lives to the people we love, and the things we enjoy, including lures, reels, rods and other fishing stuff! Daytona's just around the corner, with the Spring show in Tallahassee not far behind. I know you will find something (for your collection) at these events to be passionate about, and that passion makes us all better collectors!

---

**Award Winners**

**At the Villages of Lady Lake**  
November 2006

**Exhibit Winners**

**Topical** ........................................ Bob Cumbie, Bagley  
**Educational** ...................................... Mike Mais, Florida Lures  
**Florida Lure Maker** ............................... Ed Bauries, Florida Lures

**Outstanding Display**

Larry Lucas ....................... Porter
Doug Brace ...................... York/Eger
Mark Hostetler .................. Heddon Frog Scale
Ron Gast .......................... Jim Pfeffer
Gary Simpson .................... Florida Lures
Lloyd Jett ....................... Florida Lures

Bill Stuart ....................... Fly Rod Lures
Dennis McNulty .............. Counter Displays
Steve Cox ....................... Barracuda
Jim Duncan ..................... Creek Chub
Stephanie Duncan ........... Mouse Lures

Editor's note: President Ed Pritchard has announced that reels will become a permanent display category and will receive an award at the Daytona show every year. He states, "I think it would be a good way to attract another group of tackle collectors, reel collectors, the other white meat". There will also be a special awards category at Daytona this year for the best display of Shakespeare tackle. This year's Shakespeare award will be dedicated in memory of FATC member Harvey Garrison.
President’s Message

December 11, I just received the news that fellow club member Harvey Garrison has passed away after a long battle with cancer. I am saddened when I think about him being gone. If you browsed the posts on Joe’s and ORCA’s “Reeltalk” today, you read that Harvey was a great collector. But was he a great collector because of his ability to find lots of great stuff? Was he a great collector because of the collection of lures and reels that he was able to amass over the years? Or, was it because of the amount of difficult pieces he was able to seek out and add to his collections to make them complete?

I figure it has be more than that. What makes a great collector? I spent most of the morning reading the many posts about Harvey and not one of them mentioned what a great collection of tackle he had put together over the years. The dozens of posts spoke about a man who had helped them in some way with their collections, who had come by their house and had told them stories, made them laugh, and had become their friend. Folks spoke about a man they had never personally met, but who had helped them with their questions; and because of that generous act, they had become friends. I read other statements that mentioned how Harvey had sent them a lure or a reel for their collection and had asked for nothing in return. I read how Harvey had sent a reel to a fellow anonymously and that fellow had just figured out who had sent it. Many told of how Harvey was always willing to share his information and knowledge, even if you were a total stranger; and without withholding any of his hard won secrets. Almost all spoke of how Harvey was someone willing to give generously both of his time, and of his knowledge, without expecting anything in return. They describe the good soul I knew and remember now. He sure could spin a yarn and tell a good joke.

From what little information I have gathered about the afterlife, I know you can’t take your collection with you when you go. As it turns out, we are only minding the old tackle store. Long after we are gone and this stuff is still lingering about, people will forget who it was that originally found some great reel at the flea market for a song, and who had the whole “300 Series” in every color. Sure, it’s nice to have the stuff, but if you couldn’t share the stuff (as well as yourself) with others, I honestly believe it would all lose its meaning.

By reading the posts this morning, one realizes Harvey knew the importance of the stuff wasn’t so much in the stuff itself; the payoff was the people he befriended and those company he enjoyed along the way. Harvey had surely gathered together a great collection over the past 20 or so years, and I’m sure that collection of friends will keep his good memory alive long after his lures and reels have been scattered to the wind. God speed Harvey, thanks for being a friend and thanks for reminding me to become a better collector.

Zever,

Ed

NEW FATC MEMBERS

Barry Brunges
5826 SW 86th St.
Gainesville, FL 32608
352-373-1398
brunges@cox.net

Larry Chandler
9418 SW 99th Place
Gainesville, FL 32608

Gary Garner
3301 Lykes Ave.
Tampa, FL 33609
813-874-8019
cmgarner@tampabay.rr.com

John Herring
404 M.L.K. Dr. West
Starkville, MS 39759
662-323-9620

Jerome Holland
70 Pond Court
Havana, FL 32333
850-539-8430
850-251-8330 Cell
bookiejoean@aol.com

Paul E. Jones
2791 Deer Run Dr.
Petersburg, VA 23805
804-733-4424
804-731-4054 Cell
Pejones4@earthlink.net

Paul H. Mathias
1700 Pleasant View Rd.
New Columbia, PA 17856
570-568-0941
570-713-7600 Cell
phmathias@mapatan.com

Judith Pendleton
P.O. Box 654
Orange Springs, FL 32182
352-546-4271
352-427-2939 Cell
Jadpen@aol.com

Jack & Dorothy Ricketts
2814 Fairway Dr.
Marion, OH 43302
740-389-1620

Clarence W. Smith
9209 SW 31st Pl
Gainesville, FL 32608
352-333-0791
csmith217@cox.net

Lewis Stone
4850 N Hwy 19A
Mt. Dora, FL 32757
352-357-0330

George W. Ubil
33 Wenak Dr. #4
Newark, DE 19713
302-737-0772
Gusde364@comcast.net

ADDRESS CHANGES

Ron Davis
14446 SE 19th Lane
Raitford, FL 32091
386-631-1812
ronsreelrepair@hotmail.com

H. Patterson Fletcher
P.O. Box 4222
Anna Maria, FL 34216
hpfletcher.arch
@ mindspring.com

Wayne E. Kimmel
4160 E. Laurel Ridge Dr.
Port Clinton, OH 43452
419-797-7374
weksk@aol.com

Jack F. Wood
P.O. Box 1005
Islamorada, FL 33036
305-852-9796 (Florida)
828-743-5375 (N. Carolina)
Note: Anyone who has purchased Vol. IV of Florida Lure Makers and Their Lures since last June please check to be sure that you have pp 866 & 867. If you do not just email me or drop me a note and I will send them to you. Thanks, Bill

Florida Lure Makers and Their Lures Vols. 1 – VI
price for US delivery $42 includes ph&i

Florida Lure Want List
Eger Pork Rind Bottle
Eger Reel
Eger Rod
Eger Spool of Line
Jim Pfeffer Sunfish
Jim Pfeffer Pigfish
Porter Gator Bait
Porter Orange Box
Early Period Robinson Lures
Early Robinson Fly Rod lures
Dazzy Vance Wooden Box
Dazzy Vance 2pcbb Box
Dazzy Vance Lures
Ted Williams Spin-Pop & Fly-Pop Flies

Fly Rod Lure Want List
E. H. Peckinpaugh Flies/Lures:
Alma bug NOC
Fish Getter Hopper Fly NOC
Jake Scott Twin Hook Pattern
Hickman Fly Pattern NOC
Floating Night Bug w/ single hook
Dick Splain Bone Fish Fly NOC
Dick Splain Salt Water Fly NOC
Skitter Frog NOC
Skitter Roach NOC
Mousie w/ cork body & Rub. Legs
Froggie w/ cork body & Rub. Legs
Japanese Beetle NOC
Skunk Tail Minnow NOC

Peckinpaugh Doodle Bug (a.k.a. Lucky Bug)

Can you identify this lure?
Bill Stuart procured it at the St. Pete Beach Show
2½” long, glass eyes, 3 treble hooks, and
10 solder joints in metal work

Bill Stuart

The Museum of Fishing
PO Box 1378
Bartow, FL 33831

tele: 863-533-7358

Bstuartmofo@aol.com
Claribel Brandon Jett, Lloyd’s mother, was an artist of great renown in the Tallahassee area. Claribel was a master painter of portraits, as evidenced by paintings of twenty-two different governors of Florida and several Florida Supreme Court Justices still hanging in the State Capitol Building today. With the support of Senators Johnson, Thomas, and Hollingsworth, she was designated permanent Artist Laureate of the State of Florida in 1988. Obviously, Lloyd came by his artistic flair the old-fashioned way, as a born talent!

Lloyd’s father, Robert Septimus Jett and his uncle, George Brandon, owned the Oldsmobile dealership located on South Monroe Street in Tallahassee, and the business thrived, providing the Jett family with the discretionary income necessary to pursue their antique collecting hobby. The two men sold the business to Mr. B. K. Roberts in 1948. Bob Jett continued his involvement in the automotive field, working as an accountant with the local Ford dealership until his early retirement.

Fishing and hunting has been a part of Lloyd’s life as long as he can remember. He caught his first largemouth bass on a lure at the age of eleven; the fish weighed a whopping 7½ lbs! He caught this bass with a Shakespeare “direct drive” reel and True Temper rod on a Fred Arbogast “Hawaiian Wiggler”. He actually caught three nice bass that day, totaling 19 lbs. He and his friend and fishing partner, Charles Reese, made wood lures in the late 1940s and early 1950s.
to fish with, and Lloyd always found time to hunt and fish with his friends.

An avid fisherman, Lloyd does not have any idea how many 10 lb. largemouth bass he has caught. He says "as a young man, no one practiced catch and release; all edible fish went to the table as part of your diet". He did know a lady that owned a country store near one of his favorite lakes (Lake Lafayette), and she would weigh big bass caught by Lloyd and other fishermen on her meat scale. It became a contest to catch one that would weigh 13 lbs. Other favorite lakes were Miccosukee, Tamonia, and Jackson, which produced many large bass that were never weighed.

Many hours were spent by Lloyd exploring the lakes, streams, and forests around Tallahassee. Located in a migratory flyway, Tallahassee was the perfect place for Lloyd to pursue his first love, duck hunting, along with local favorites, dove and quail hunting. Deer hunting came later. During the 1950s and 1960s, he and some friends hunted alligators for the hide, and after skinning them, sold the hides for $2.00 per foot (unless you cut a hole in the hide). In those years, he could make $80-$100 in a full night, a lot of money at the time. No one wanted the meat, but Lloyd and his friends would eat it, anyway.

Prior to graduating from Leon County High School in 1954, Lloyd played football and was a member of the newly formed Rod & Gun Club affiliated with the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission. This gave him the opportunity to gig gar fish, etc. at night with the game wardens. He also spent many a night camping and frog gigging North Florida lakes and rivers with his friends.

He attended Florida State University for two years and married. In 1959, Lloyd left FSU and went to work for a CPA in Irvine, Texas. There were acres of gravel pits in the area, and there he out-fished the local bass hero! The primary lure he used was a "Dalton Special". Lloyd finally used up his supply of "Daltons" and visited a large sporting goods store in Dallas to purchase more lures. When he asked about a "Dalton Special", the clerk had never heard of one. Unknown to Lloyd, they were made in St. Petersburg, Florida. The clerk looked in his catalog and ordered a dozen. Of course, frog spot was Lloyd’s favorite color.

At the end of 1959, he left the CPA firm and headed back to Tallahassee, since Lloyd didn’t like that type of work. At the time, he had a two-year old daughter and needed a job. A friend, Andrew M. Beverly, told Lloyd about an insurance company that had an opening for an agent. This led him into the insurance field, and until the end of 1969, he was a licensed agent in life, accident & health, and property & casualty lines.

Lloyd was involved in a head-on collision in 1967 in which he was fortunate to survive. Lloyd remembers having a large tackle box in the back of his station wagon, full of lures handmade by Lloyd and his friend Charles Reese. Unfortunately, the box and lures were stolen from the wreckage, and Lloyd still laments the loss of these great folk art baits.

The Insurance Department of the State of Florida formed a new state bureau in 1969, and Lloyd was excited about the prospects for him in the field of insurance regulation. The requirements of the job would lead him to travel continuously all over the United States, examining insurance companies doing business in Florida. He sold his part of an independent insurance agency, took the new job and moved to Orlando in early 1970, to be in the central part of the state. Lloyd has continued in the field for the past 36 years with the Florida Department of Insurance, through the start up of two bureaus and under seven different insurance commissioners. During this time, he worked as a State of Florida employee without an office, then later as an independent contractor with the Insurance Department and the Attorney General’s Office. This field turned into a very lucrative business, and allowed Lloyd to further pursue his hobbies.

While living in Orlando, the lure collecting bug bit hard. Lloyd started collecting all manner of lures and fishing tackle in the mid to late 1970’s, utilizing frequent business trips
and travel to obtain his trash/treasures. Lloyd bought a 1st edition Carl Luckey “Old Fishing Lures” guide (which fell apart over time due to high usage) and visited flea markets in Mount Dora, Webster, and other locations, including the Mustang Flea Market in Redington Beach. Renninger’s was a favorite of his, and he met many of the “old guard” Florida tackle collectors such as Wade Holt, Steve Fussell, Don Morrow, Ron Zelnick and Norm Pinardi. Lloyd always looked forward to the antique extravaganzas at Renninger’s; and although it opened to the public on Saturdays, you could pay $10.00 and go in on Friday while all the dealers were setting up. First come; first served. One such day a few of the local lure nuts were searching for treasures, and Lloyd came upon Norm Pinardi and asked him what he’d found. Norm reached into his pocket and pulled out a small size Flying Helgramite! Beautiful! At that time, Lloyd had never seen a real one, and he asked Norm where he’d found it. Norm pointed, and said, “Down that aisle in a jewelry case” Lloyd had already been down that aisle ahead of him but was not looking in jewelry cases. That taught him a very valuable lesson.

Lloyd also knew Walter Hudson III and Pete Denmark, sons of the co-owners of Denmark’s Sporting Goods in Orlando. Living in Orlando allowed him to frequent the College Park area and he would get city maps and directories and mark those residences that had been listed for at least ten years. He would then call or go to each address in that neighborhood and mention that “the Hudson family said you had some old fishing tackle...no? Then it must be your neighbor...” Lloyd found lots of old tackle this way, prospecting for lures, mining for reels, dialing for dollars.

At first, Lloyd didn’t bother with the Florida tackle; he just went after “the good stuff” like Heddon, Creek Chub, Pflueger, and Shakespeare. Nobody wanted “the Florida junk” anyway. At the advice of Wade Holt, Lloyd focused on his first major manufacturer, South Bend. He sold this huge collection in 1987. He continued collecting and amassed (and later sold) a Woods collection, a Clark Expert collection, a split shot tin collection with 48 different round tins, a fish knife collection, a hook disgorgers collection and what is believed to be the best Jim Pfeffer collection in existence at the time.

Lloyd and his first wife divorced in 1988, but the marriage led to two children and five grandchildren. He basically started over with a new lifestyle (and life) in 1991. Two years later, in April 1993, Lloyd married Sarah Jane “Sally” Peeples, and he divides his life into two sections, B.S. (before Sally) and A.M.S. (after marrying Sally). Sally has three children, four grandchildren, and one great-grandchild, so she and Lloyd have quite an extended family.

He credits Sally with his salvation, and every success since then has her influence upon it. Sally and Lloyd moved to Tallahassee, where they purchased his parents’ home. In the 23 years he had been away, Tallahassee had grown and changed so much that in 1999, he talked Sally into selling the house in town and buying some acreage in the country, with a farmhouse built in 1885. He says he’s never been happier; there are deer everywhere!

Lloyd started downsizing his collection in 1998, but still managed to put together a great Heddon “Punkinseed” and “Crazy Crawler” collection for Sally. When the value of these lures peaked, Sally gave Lloyd the green light and the “Punkinseeds” have since changed hands! Lloyd says he can’t just sit by without collecting something!

As the “culmination of his lifelong desire to make something with his hands”, Lloyd embarked on designing, carving, and painting his own brand of Florida lures, “Jett Made Lures”. Lloyd had been picking up antique glass eyes, cups, props and lure making ingredients as a collector, while traveling and searching for antique fishing tackle over the years. Most of the lures he makes use this hardware, and they are styled with a very heavy influence from the classic Florida lure makers.

He began making the “Jett Made Lures” about eight years ago on a limited basis. Florida cedar is his choice of wood for lure making. He runs a mini-lathe to create some of his lures and uses a band saw to create other body styles. Spray and hand painting is utilized for many different paint patterns.

Stay tuned for part 2...
John Mack...Why Did You and Peter Do It?

An Interview with John Mack
By Bill Stuart

John, explain to me what you and Peter (Peter Simmons of Simmons Sporting Goods, Bessemer, Alabama) were attempting to accomplish when you came up with the idea of the Heddon 9630 Punkinseed Spook Project?

“We were attempting several things: one was to stimulate the hobby by creating a new collectible that was historically significant. We also wanted a collectible ‘old lure’ in a new form. And finally, a lure that was highly desirable to collectors was our primary goal. We believe the Heddon 9630 Punkinseed Spook met all of our requirements, and more.”

“Let me tell you why we know we have a winner! First of all, Heddon, without question, has the highest name recognition of all lure makers. They, and their successor Pradco, have been in continuous operation for over one hundred years. The Wooden Punkinseed was introduced in 1940, and the 9630 ‘spook’ or plastic version came on the tackle scene fifty-six years ago. It is also historically significant in that it is the first time a major lure manufacturer has ever undertaken a project of this magnitude to re-issue one of its lures.”

John, I can see where this is a historic project on the part of Pradco/Heddon, but does that really make this lure unique?

“It is our opinion this entire project is unique. It offers several points of interest to the collector. The charm is the fact that it is offered as a ‘Limited Edition’ of only 600 baits per color. Then, only fifty of Heddon’s toughest colors (which had never been painted on the 9630 Punkinseed Spook) were chosen. Please note that none of the original twenty-one colors were used. This further protects the collector’s investment. Finally, I believe it is important that there are no unknown colors floating around. There are fifty colors, period. Some collectors may like the idea that with other baits, there are probably unknown special colors out there, but I don’t. I like knowing what I am looking for regardless of how scarce it may be. It is also unique that Pradco/Heddon has created a 2 piece cardboard Leaping Bass Box just for this lure, and a 12-box master carton and the counter display poster. Did you know that the counter display poster graphic is the cover of Heddon’s 1951 catalog which introduced the 9630 Spook?”

“We are convinced there are several reasons why the 9630 Punkinseed Spook has been so widely accepted. It is not just a new collectible; it is more like the beginning of a brand new collection. It is also apparent to us that the lure is considered as a ‘better’ collectible, because it was produced by Pradco/Heddon. Our hobby has needed a new, high quality, company produced, and affordable collectible for some time, and the Punkinseed Spook satisfies all of those requirements.”

John, you’ve touched on the question of affordability several times. Can you flesh out your thinking a little more?

“Certainly; there are a lot of collectors who want a single example of a new collectible in the box. There are also over a dozen add-on singles or multiples for the collector who already has a specialty color collection. A rainbow or crackle back collection are two examples of this. The rainbow collector would only want one of the 9630s, and the crackle back person might want either four or five, depending on his opinion of the red crayfish. A third group might include a mini collection of just frogs or the shore minnows. The frog collector would probably want eight lures, and the shore pattern collector would want thirteen of them. And, you can’t forget the ‘Spook Glow’ colors with the Cobalt Blue.”

“It is our opinion that the limited edition 9630 Punkinseed Spook is a good investment that will appreciate over time.